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ABSTRACT

The highest priority recommendation of the Astro2020 Decadal Survey for space-based astronomy

was the construction of an observatory capable of characterizing habitable worlds. In this paper series

we explore the detectability of and interference from exomoons and exorings serendipitously observed

with the proposed Habitable Worlds Observatory (HWO) as it seeks to characterize exoplanets, starting

in this manuscript with Earth-Moon analog mutual events. Unlike transits, which only occur in systems

viewed near edge-on, shadow (i.e., solar eclipse) and lunar eclipse mutual events occur in almost every

star-planet-moon system. The cadence of these events can vary widely from ∼yearly to multiple events

per day, as was the case in our younger Earth-Moon system. Leveraging previous space-based (EPOXI)

lightcurves of a Moon transit and performance predictions from the LUVOIR-B concept, we derive

the detectability of Moon analogs with HWO. We determine that Earth-Moon analogs are detectable

with observation of ∼2-20 mutual events for systems within 10 pc, and larger moons should remain

detectable out to 20 pc. We explore the extent to which exomoon mutual events can mimic planet

features and weather. We find that HWO wavelength coverage in the near-IR, specifically in the 1.4µm

water band where large moons can outshine their host planet, will aid in differentiating exomoon signals

from exoplanet variability. Finally, we predict that exomoons formed through collision processes akin

to our Moon are more likely to be detected in younger systems, where shorter orbital periods and

favorable geometry enhance the probability and frequency of mutual events.

Keywords: Transits, Eclipses, Exoplanets: Direct Imaging, Natural satellites (Extrasolar)

1. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of over 5,000 exoplanets in recent

decades has significantly expanded our understanding

of the universe. These findings offer a glimpse into

the diversity of planetary systems, many of which are

strikingly different from our own Solar System planets.

While we’ve gained knowledge about the types, frequen-

cies, and potential habitability of these distant plan-

ets, there remains a significant gap in our knowledge

Corresponding author: Mary Anne Limbach
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of exoplanetary systems: the detection of moons and

rings around exoplanets. While a few potential signals

hint at the presence of exomoons (Ben-Jaffel & Ballester

2014; Bennett et al. 2014; Kenworthy & Mamajek 2015;

Miyazaki et al. 2018; Teachey et al. 2018; Oza et al. 2019;

Gebek & Oza 2020; Fox & Wiegert 2020; Lazzoni et al.

2020; Limbach et al. 2021; Benisty et al. 2021; Kipping

et al. 2022), a definitive detection has eluded us.

Our own Solar System serves as a compelling refer-

ence as to the diversity and prevalence of moons we

may find in other planetary systems. Moons here out-

number planets by a wide margin, each with unique

characteristics. From Europa’s icy surface and sub-
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surface ocean (Kivelson et al. 2000), Enceladus’ out-

gassing of water vapor (Hansen et al. 2006), Triton’s

crystalline surface (Quirico & Schmitt 1997), Io’s vol-

canism (Smith et al. 1979), to Titan’s intriguing at-

mosphere and methanological cycle (Atreya et al. 2006;

Stofan et al. 2007), the diversity is astounding. These

moons, formed through various processes such as disk

collapses or gravitational interactions (e.g., collision or

capture), provide key insights into planetary formation

and evolution (Canup & Ward 2006; Agnor & Hamilton

2006; Nogueira et al. 2011; Ogihara & Ida 2012; Miguel

& Ida 2016; Moraes et al. 2018; Cilibrasi et al. 2018;

Ronnet & Johansen 2020). We can thus expect to learn

a lot more about the nature of exoplanets once it be-

comes possible to find natural satellites around them.

If our Solar System’s rich tapestry of moons is in-

dicative, it’s reasonable to presume that many exoplan-

etary systems could be teeming with their own moons.

Such exomoons, likely varied in composition and condi-

tions, could present a broad spectrum of environments.

Some might even reside within the habitable zones of

their host planets, potentially possessing conditions con-

ducive to the formation of life (Kaltenegger 2010; Lam-

mer et al. 2014; Heller & Barnes 2015; Haqq-Misra &

Heller 2018). Even if they are not habitable themselves,

moons may be a key component to stabilizing life on

habitable planets. Earth’s obliquity would vary chaoti-

cally if not for the stabilizing effect of the moon1 (Laskar

et al. 1993), and therefore moons are predicted to play

a substantial role in the long term climate stability and

habitability of rocky exoplanets (Williams & Kasting

1997; Spiegel et al. 2009; Armstrong et al. 2014; Mead-

ows & Barnes 2018). Grasping their demographics and

characteristics could reshape our understanding of ter-

restrial bodies, their formation and the role of moons

for habitability.

Unfortunately, the detection of exomoons analogous

to the moons in the Solar System is not easy with ex-

isting observatories. JWST is capable of detecting tran-

sits of exomoons when planet/moon systems transit the

host star. In a few select cases where wide-orbit Jovian-

analogs transit their host star detection of Galilean

moon analogs may be possible with JWST (Harada et al.

2023; Cassese et al. 2024). Additionally, for close-in

terrestrial worlds transiting small stars, Moon-analogs

might be detectable with JWST (Pass et al. 2024). How-

ever, studying directly imaged exoplanets would enable

a whole host of new exomoon detection methods, as pre-

1 This works for the Earth and Moon only because the gas-giants
are well separated from the terrestrial planets (Williams & Pol-
lard 2000).

viously discussed in the literature (Cabrera & Schneider

2007; Moskovitz et al. 2009; Heller & Albrecht 2014;

Agol et al. 2015; Heller 2016; Forgan 2017; Vanderburg

et al. 2018; Lazzoni et al. 2020).

The Habitable Worlds Observatory (HWO), proposed

in the National Academies’ “Pathways to Discovery in

Astronomy and Astrophysics for the 2020s” Decadal Re-

port (National Academies of Sciences & Medicine 2021,

henceforth “Astro2020”), is a concept for a large space

telescope operating in infrared, optical, and ultravio-

let wavelengths. The mission’s primary objective is to

locate and analyze habitable planets outside our solar

system, aiming to directly image at least 25 potentially

habitable worlds.

The advent of HWO is likely to enable the wide-spread

detection of exomoons around mid-orbital separation (1-

10AU) exoplanets for the first time. Where exomoon

detection is currently out of our reach, for HWO their

presence will manifest in a multitude of ways. Although

HWO will spatially resolve exoplanets from their host

star, a planet and its moons will generally remain unre-

solved. In many cases, moons are likely to have a notable

or even dominant presence in the blended planet-moon

spectral energy distribution (SED), potentially becom-

ing a nuisance as we attempt to detect biosignatures

on exoplanets (Rein et al. 2014). Our Moon outshines

the Earth in some infrared spectral bands (Robinson

2011). Even small moons can outshine their host planet

(Williams & Knacke 2004). This was beautifully illus-

trated in JWST NIRCam imagery of the Solar System

where Triton outshines Neptune2 and where Europa is

comparable in brightness to Jupiter3. Exorings are also

capable of significantly altering the SED of a planet

(Arnold & Schneider 2004; Barnes & Fortney 2004; Dyu-

dina et al. 2005; Coulter et al. 2022). In our own Solar

System, Saturn’s rings outshine the planet in the near

infrared4.

Beyond just the desire to learn about exomoon popu-

lations, it’s critical to detect and characterize exomoons

in order to successfully study biosignatures and achieve

the science goals of HWO. We cannot be certain about

biosignature detections without understanding the con-

tributions from the unresolved surroundings of an exo-

planet, including exomoons and exorings. Understand-

2 https://www.nasa.gov/solar-system/
new-webb-image-captures-clearest-view-of-neptunes-rings-in-decades/

3 https://blogs.nasa.gov/webb/2022/07/14/
webb-images-of-jupiter-and-more-now-available-in-commissioning-data/

4 https://blogs.nasa.gov/webb/2023/06/30/
saturns-rings-shine-in-webbs-observations-of-ringed-planet/

https://www.nasa.gov/solar-system/new-webb-image-captures-clearest-view-of-neptunes-rings-in-decades/
https://www.nasa.gov/solar-system/new-webb-image-captures-clearest-view-of-neptunes-rings-in-decades/
https://blogs.nasa.gov/webb/2022/07/14/webb-images-of-jupiter-and-more-now-available-in-commissioning-data/
https://blogs.nasa.gov/webb/2022/07/14/webb-images-of-jupiter-and-more-now-available-in-commissioning-data/
https://blogs.nasa.gov/webb/2023/06/30/saturns-rings-shine-in-webbs-observations-of-ringed-planet/
https://blogs.nasa.gov/webb/2023/06/30/saturns-rings-shine-in-webbs-observations-of-ringed-planet/
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ing and accurately modeling these complex planetary

environments is key to HWO’s success.

Fortunately, HWO will be capable of detecting exo-

moons in many cases via extrasolar or lunar eclipses in

the lightcurves of imaged planets. In this paper, we

detail the framework governing mutual events, and ap-

ply it to our Moon-Earth-Sun system. Next, we derive

the detectability of exomoons using mutual events with

HWO, discussing the limitations that arise from planet.

Finally, we discuss our findings and summarize the im-

pact of Earth-Moon analogs in the context of HWO ob-

servations.

2. MUTUAL EVENTS OF AN EARTH-MOON

ANALOG

2.1. Framework

When HWO monitors the reflected light lightcurves of

an exoplanet hosting an exomoon, conjunctions between

the moon-planet-star and moon-planet-viewer will pro-

duce mutual events. Conjunctions of the moon-planet-

star arise in almost every system, regardless of geometry

and viewing angle, and are depicted in Figure 1 (labeled

shadows and eclipses). Adopting the terminology used

for solar system moon mutual events and from Cabrera

& Schneider (2007),

• a shadow is when a moon passes between the star

and planet, and

• an eclipse is when the planet passes between the

star and moon.

Two moon-planet-star conjunctions occur every moon

orbit if a moon orbits near the planet-star ecliptic (as

is the case for the Galilean satellites of Jupiter, which

experience mutual events every ∼day; Gonzalez 2009;

Saquet et al. 2016; So et al. 2023; Catani et al. 2023).

If a moon is sufficiently inclined relative to the eclip-

tic, these events will typically occur multiple times per

planet orbit.

If the orbital plane of an exomoon about the planet

lies on the line-of-sight of the observer, then two addi-

tional mutual events, transits and occultations, will also

occur every moon orbit – these are the events which are

currently routine for exoplanet detection and character-

ization.

• An occultation occurs when the planet passes be-

tween the observer and the moon, and

• a transit occurs when the moon passes between the

observer and the planet.

These events are also illustrated in Figure 1.

Shadow

Transit

Eclipse

Occultation

☀
starlight

(viewer is 
out of the 

page)

Figure 1. An illustration of mutual events in a aligned
moon-planet-star system viewed by an edge-on observer.

2.2. Signal Amplitude

2.2.1. Formalism

Using the relative brightness of the moon and planet

we can compute the depths of mutual events of an Earth-

Moon system analog as seen by an edge-on viewer. Dur-

ing eclipse and occultations, a moon is always com-

pletely blocked by the planet (assuming a non-grazing

geometry). The eclipse and occultation depth, δocc, is

given by

δocc =
Fm

(Fm + Fp)
, (1)

where Fm is the flux of the moon and Fp is the flux

of the planet. Although the total brightness of the

planet-moon system changes with the phase of the two

bodies as they orbit their star, the eclipse and occul-

tation depths remains the same under the assumption

that the same fraction of the planet’s and moon’s disk

are illuminated as seen by a distant observer (valid for

am << ap). We also note that this assumes that

other higher-order effects are negligible. For instance,

one could envision a scenario where the lunar phase

function primarily exhibits a strong forward scattering

peak, while the planet’s behavior approximates Lam-

bertian reflectance. Such conditions would result in a

markedly distinct phase function for both the moon and

the planet.

The shadow and transit depths are a bit more com-

plex as we must account for the flux from both objects

as well as the phase of the planet as a moon only blocks a
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portion of the planet’s disk. Assuming a uniformly illu-

minated disk, the fraction, p, of the planet’s and moon’s

disk that is illuminated by the star is given by Lester

et al. (1979) as:

p =
1

2
cos

(
2πt

T

)
+

1

2
, (2)

where T is the orbital period of the planet-moon system

about the star in days and t is the number of days since

full phase (i.e., when the planet and moon are directly

behind the star). A version of this formula that includes

Lambertian scattering is given in Cabrera & Schneider

(2007), but for this manuscript we keep this simpler,

albeit less realistic, formulation. The planet and moon

reach quarter phase (p = 1
2 , half illumination) for t

T =
1
4 ,

3
4 . The transit depth, δT is given by the fraction of the

illuminated portion of the planet’s disk that is blocked

by the moon during transit, which is

δT =
R2

m

pR2
p

Fp

(Fm + Fp)
, (3)

where p is given in equation 2, Rm is the radius of the

moon and Rp is the radius of the planet. Equation

3, assumes that the full disk diameter of the moon is

smaller than the planet’s illuminated cross section at

the equator. For small crescent sizes, this assumption

is not valid, and a more complex equation is required.

However, in practice, those cases are unlikely to be ob-

servable with HWO: near full and new phase the angular

separation between the planet-moon system and the star

will reside inside the coronagraph inner working angle.

The depth of a shadow cast on the planet as a moon

passes between the star and planet is similar to the tran-

sit depth. Although the elongated shadow seen by an

observer induces a slightly different change in flux, for

the calculations in this manuscript, we will approximate

these depths as equivalent. More detailed equations de-

scribing the structure of mutual events are derived in

previous literature (Lester et al. 1979; Fairbairn 2002,

2005; Cabrera & Schneider 2007; Schneider et al. 2015)

or for a more general formulation and modeling tools see

Veras (2019) and Luger et al. (2022), respectively.

2.2.2. Spectral Dependence of the Signal Amplitude

Unlike the flux change of exoplanet transits of stars,

which are roughly the same magnitude across spectral

bands, the flux change due to mutual events can vary

by orders of magnitude as a function of wavelength. To

grasp the large range of signal amplitudes that can arise

from mutual events, we investigate the Earth-Moon sys-

tem as a function of phase and spectral band. However,

we emphasize that the SEDs of terrestrial planets and

moons in the Solar System are already extremely diverse

prior to even considering terrestrial planets and moons

beyond our Solar System. Thus the analysis achieved

by narrowing our view to the Earth-Moon system alone

is limited, but yet still informative.

To derive the spectral dependence of the signal ampli-

tude, we use the Earth and Moon spectra measurements

from the EPOXI mission (Cowan et al. 2009; Robinson

et al. 2011; Livengood et al. 2011; Crow et al. 2011). The

EPOXI mission reused the Deep Impact flyby space-

craft for two key studies: the Extrasolar Planetary Ob-

servation and Characterization (EPOCh) and the Deep

Impact eXtended Investigation (DIXI). These two com-

ponents collectively formed the EPOXI mission. The

Earth observations from EPOXI were conducted by

observing the full Earth globe directly from the dis-

tant spaceborne platform situated in a heliocentric orbit

along the equatorial plane, utilizing the same detectors

each observation. Earth was monitored several times

for the full 24-hour rotational cycle at three distinct

epochs. This approach yielded time-resolved and time-

averaged disk-integrated spectroscopy in the visible-to-

near-infrared range and comprehensively charted the ro-

tational lightcurve at various wavelengths.

Figure 2 shows the disk integrated flux of the Earth

and Moon (top) taken from the EPOXI measurements,

the ratio of the Moon-to-Earth flux (middle) and the

depth of mutual events (bottom). The Moon’s disk has

7.4% the area of the Earth’s disk, so in the case where

they have equal albedoes (see dashed line on middle

plot), the moon will produce a 14.8% transit depth at

quarter (or three-quarter) phase. From the middle plot,

we see that the Moon is redder than the Earth. This

results in eclipse depths much larger than 7.4% at red-

der wavelengths. In fact, further in the infrared, in the

6.3µm water band, the moon substantially outshines the
Earth (Robinson 2011), producing eclipse depths near

90%. However, we limit this study on wavelengths be-

tween λ = 0.3−2µm as HWO is likely to operate in the

NUV, optical and near infrared (The LUVOIR Team

2019).

In the top panel of Figure 2, we also include the SED

of a moon twice the radius of our Moon (which would

be about 10× the mass of the Moon or 0.1M⊕). While

our Moon contributes to the blended Earth+Moon

SED in the NIR, in the case of the larger moon, the

Earth+2RMoon NIR SED is dominated by the moon’s

flux. Although we defer exploring the impact of moons

on our ability to accurately retrieve exoplanet spectra

to a future manuscript, the blended SED in Figure 2

suggests the effects are non-negligible and can decrease
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Figure 2. Top: Flux from the Earth (blue line), the Moon
(red) and a moon with R = 2RMoon (red dashed line) plus
blended SEDs of the Earth and moons (dotted lines) as mea-
sured by the NASA EPOXI mission. Middle: The Moon-to-
Earth Flux ratio (blue line), which demonstrates the Moon
is significantly fainter than the Earth in the UV/visible, but
reaches 64% of the apparent brightness of the Earth in the
near infrared. For the case of equal albedoes the Moon would
be 7.4% the brightness of the Earth (gray dashed line). Bot-
tom: Depth of mutual events created by the Earth and
Moon. The transit and shadow depth varies greatly depend-
ing on phase, but is relatively stable with wavelength. Oc-
cultation and eclipse events remain a constant depth with
phase, but vary in depth by more than an order of magni-
tude with wavelength.

the equivalent width of planetary atmospheric absorp-

tion bands.

The Earth-Moon transit depth for phases that corre-

spond to disk illuminations between 25%-75% are plot-

ted in the bottom panel of Figure 2 (light red shaded

region). Quarter phase is illustrated by the red line.

The transit and shadow depths vary widely depending

on phase, ranging between 6-30%, although if observed

near quarter phase and in the visible (which should be

typical for HWO observations), the transit depth for

an Earth-Moon analog is about 15%, or 2× (Rm/Rp)
2.

Impressively, an occultation by the moon produces the

largest change in flux reaching nearly 40% in the NIR.

However, as can be seen in the top panel of Figure 2,

the total system flux, Fm+Fp, is low where the occulta-

tion depth peaks and thus despite the large occultation

depth, this may not necessarily be the highest signal-to-

noise (SNR) event to measure (see section 3.1). Next,

we will delve into the duration and frequency of these

mutual events.

2.3. Duration

The duration of the eclipse and the occultation events

excluding ingress and egress, and in a system where the

moon-planet-star-observer is perfectly co-planar, is:

Docc =
TmRp

π am
. (4)

where Tm is the orbital period of the moon about the

planet and am is the semi-major axis of the moon. We

note that for eclipse events, this equation is valid for

am << ap. If this is not the case, a small correction fac-

tor is needed (see Cabrera & Schneider 2007). For the

Earth-Moon system, this gives 3.5 hours. The expres-

sion for the duration of eclipse and occultation events

that includes ingress and egress are much more complex

as the moon’s phase must be included. At quarter (or

three-quarter) phase, ingress and egress are about 30

minutes each in duration.

The duration of a transit or shadow event, again ex-

cluding ingress and egress, and in a system where the

moon-planet-star-observer is co-planar, is given by

DT =
Tm Rp (1 + cos 2πt

T )

2π am
. (5)

For non co-planar systems/viewers, the duration expres-

sions will need to be modified. For the Earth-Moon sys-

tem at quarter (or three-quarter) phase this gives 1.7

hours. In this case, ingress and egress will always be the

same duration, lasting about an hour each, although this

depends on inclination.
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Figure 3. The Moon’s orbital period over time (blue dashed
and solid lines) and the maximum inclination of the moon-
planet relative to the star or a distant observer (red dashed
and solid lines) for a mutual events to occur every moon
orbit. We used tidal evolution models to derive the orbital
period at early times, and the Moon’s orbital evolution at
older ages was taken from Farhat et al. (2022).

2.4. Frequency

Large moons orbiting terrestrial planets generally

from through impact events. Simulations show that

these moons initially form close to their parent planet

and gradually move outward due to tidal interactions

(Canup 2004; Salmon & Canup 2012; Kegerreis et al.

2022). Consequently, we anticipate shorter orbital pe-

riods at younger ages, leading to more frequent mutual

events. This pattern is exactly what has been observed

in the Earth-Moon system.

Previous simulations of the Earth-Moon forming giant

impact suggest that our Moon formed at a distance of

about 3.8R⊕ from the Earth’s center, close to its Roche

radius at the time (Canup 2004). At that distance, the

orbital period of the system was about 10.5 hr.

The frequency of mutual events for the Earth-Moon

system has changed drastically over time with the evolu-

tion of the Moon’s orbital period and inclination. Cur-

rently, our Earth-Moon system undergoes a total of

about 5 shadow (solar eclipse) or lunar eclipse events

per year, but shortly after the moon formed, a shadow

or eclipse event occurred every ∼6 hours. Similarly, if

our Earth-Moon system was viewed near edge-on, tran-

sit and occultation events would currently occur every

∼two weeks, but right after formation these would have

been once every ∼6 hours. The orbital period of our

Moon and the maximum inclination allowed for mutual

events to occur is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the orbital period in

the Earth-Moon system (left ordinate), with the results

of our numerical tidal integration presented with a blue

dashed line up to 300Myr (model is described in the

following paragraph). Values from Farhat et al. (2022)

are used to complete the track up to the present. The

orange lines illustrate the resulting (1) maximum or-

bital inclination of the system with respect to the line

of sight of a distant observer for which transits and oc-

cultations events would occur, or (2) the maximum or-

bital inclination of the moon relative to the star-planet

plane, including grazing events (right ordinate). In con-

clusion, this plot shows that for the first 300Myr the

frequency of mutual events (whichever would be present

for a given system) would be ≳ one every ten days and

occur for inclinations as high as 10◦ initially and ≲ 2◦

after 300Myr.

2.4.1. Modeling the Tidal Evolution of our Moon

For our numerical simulation, we apply the constant-

phase-lag tidal model (Ferraz-Mello et al. 2008; Heller

et al. 2011) to model the first 300Myr of the tidally

driven orbital evolution of the Earth-Moon. Our param-

eterization of the system is identical to the one used by

Heller et al. (2021), except that here we use a tidal qual-

ity factor of Q⊕ = 120 since the resulting track of the

orbital period evolution matches the one described by

Farhat et al. (2022). The initial orbital period is 10.5 hr

and locked with the rotation of the Moon, whereas the

rotation of the Earth is started at 2.2 hr (Canup 2004;

Heller et al. 2021). The orbit is assumed to be circu-

lar with negligible spin-orbit misalignments. For the

Moon, we chose a tidal quality factor of QMoon = 40 as a

proxy for recent lunar ranging measurements (Williams

& Boggs 2015). For both the early Earth and the early

Moon we chose a second-degree tidal Love number of

0.3, thereby completing all the free parameters of the

tidal model.

3. DETECTABILTY OF MOON-ANALOGS WITH

HWO

HWO will monitor exoplanetary systems for days or

weeks to detect and then characterize directly imaged

exoplanets. The duration and cadence of these obser-

vations are amenable to the construction of reflected

light lightcurves (Ford et al. 2001; Tinetti et al. 2006;

Cowan et al. 2009; Lustig-Yaeger et al. 2018; Strauss

et al. 2024). The constructed lightcurves will be compa-

rable to the wide-orbit exoplanet and free-floating planet

infrared lightcurves that have been observed with HST

and Spitzer (e.g. Biller et al. 2018; Lew et al. 2020; Zhou

et al. 2020; Vos et al. 2022) as well as ongoing time se-

ries observations with JWST (Skemer et al. 2021; Biller
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Figure 4. The photometric precision (ppt) per hour on
an Earth-analog in the habitable zone of 39 nearby systems
observed with LUVOIR-B in the 550 nm coronagraphic band.
Photometric precisions are based on the calculations in The
LUVOIR Team (2019).

et al. 2023; Vos et al. 2023; Whiteford et al. 2023), ex-

cept in reflected light rather than emission and for much

smaller planets, close to a host star. HWO will be inca-

pable of spatially resolving exomoons and exorings that

are orbiting directly imaged exoplanets. Consequently,

the observed lightcurves will include flux contributions

and variability originating from both the planet and its

surroundings.

3.1. HWO Exomoon Detection Limits

In this section, we compute the number of mutual

events that must be observed with HWO to detect (SNR

= 5) a mutual event in a 550 nm coronagraphic band

which has a 20% (110 nm) spectral bandwidth.

3.1.1. Methods

First, to determine the photometric precision we can

achieve on a typical terrestrial world, we leverage the

LUVOIR-B sensitivity simulations shown in Figures 3-

15 and 3-16 of The LUVOIR Mission Concept Study

Final Report (The LUVOIR Team 2019). The simula-

tions include coronagraphic speckles, both zodiacal and

exozodiacal dust, telescope thermal emissions, photon

noise, dark current, read noise, and clock-induced charge

(Robinson et al. 2016; Lustig-Yaeger et al. 2019). They

are designed to calculate the necessary exposure time to

achieve a specific photometric precision on an Earth-like

planet in nearby star systems (within 25 pc). In the re-

port, this is computed for 39 randomly chosen systems

in specific spectral bands within the LUVOIR-B con-

cept. Here we leverage these computations to compute

exomoon detectability, operating under the assumption

that the performance of HWO will align closely with

that of LUVOIR-B. This assumption is founded on the

fact that HWO is planned to have a telescope aperture

of comparable size to LUVOIR-B and shares the same

primary scientific objective.

The photometric precision on an Earth-analog with

one hour of observation in the LUVOIR-B 550 nm coro-

nagraphic band for the 39 systems is shown in Figure

4. Using these photometric precision values, we calcu-

late the number of transits or shadows that must be

observed to reach an SNR = 5 on the transit or shadow

event. The SNR of a single transit (Kipping 2023) can

be estimated as

SNR ≈ (δ/σ0)
√
D, (6)

where δ is the transit depth, σ0 is the photometric pre-

cision and D is the duration of the transit. We assume

the SNR will increase as
√
Nt, where Nt is the num-

ber of transits observed. We note, however, that in the

cases where the SNR of a single transit is low enough

that folding multiple events is required for a confident

detection, this estimate may be overly optimistic. This

is because in this regime, it will be necessary to search

for transits at many different trial periods, so the prob-

ability of false alarms will increase substantially due to

multiple-hypothesis testing. In that case, we may need

to achieve a higher SNR to confidently detect the planets

than our nominal threshold of 5 (Jenkins et al. 2002).

We assume the system is observed when the planet is

at quadrature and use equations 2 and 3 to model the

depth of transit or shadow event. For our computations,

we use two planet sizes: Rp = 1.0R⊕ and 1.5R⊕ and

two moon masses: Mm = 0.01Mp and 0.1Mp. Here we

assume that the 0.01Mp moon is equivalent in mass and

radius to our Moon, and in the Mm = 0.1Mp case, we

take the moon radius to be 1.9× that of our Moon from

the mass-radius scaling in Chen & Kipping (2017).

Rather than assuming a a moon orbital period, we

use a transit or shadow duration of 2 hrs. Mutual event

duration will vary depending on the system parameters,

which will impact the number of mutual events required

for detection. However, 2 hrs is adopted as this is a

typical duration for mutual events in our Earth-Moon

system.

3.1.2. Transit/Shadow Detection Results

This results from our detection limit analysis are il-

lustrated in Figure 5. Here we see that for a handful

of the nearest systems, a shadow or eclipse is detected

with observations of only two events. We provide a fit

to the simulations (left panel) and then extrapolate this

fit to the various sized planets and moons (right panel).
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Figure 5. Left: Number of transits or shadow events required to detect (with a 5-σ confidence level) a Moon-analog around
an Earth-analog planet in 39 nearby star systems (circles) in the 550 nm band, and the best fit to the simulations (black line).
For the nearest systems, Moon-analogs are detectable with observation of just two shadow or transit events. The simulated
systems leverage results from the LUVOIR-B concept in The LUVOIR Team (2019). Right: Number of transits or shadow
events required to detect a moon with mass 0.01Mp (black; our Moon is 0.01M⊕) or 0.1Mp (red) around a planet that is 1.0R⊕
(solid lines) or 1.5R⊕ (dashed lines). In the most favorable cases, large moons of terrestrial worlds will remain detectable with
<10 shadow or transit detections out to 20 pc. Eclipse or occultation events are 10× harder to detect at this wavelength, but
become much more amenable to detection at longer wavelengths (see Figure 6).

In the left panel, for systems out to ∼10 pc, a Moon-

analog is generally detectable with observations of ≲20

events. Collecting spectral measurements of exoplanets

in the habitable zone is expected to require days to weeks

of observation time. Thus, in young systems where

Moon-analogs are on much shorter orbits, its quite plau-

sible that observation duration will be sufficient to de-

tect Moon-analogs out to 10 pc. From the right panel,

we see that for larger moons or planets, moon shadows

and transits become much easier to detect. For some

of these systems, detection remains plausible with < 10

shadow or transit observations out to 20 pc.

3.1.3. Eclipse/Occultation Detection Results

Figure 5 only illustrates the detectability of shadow

and transit events. At 550 nm, the depth of eclipse and

occultation events are an order of magnitude smaller

than transits and shadows and will generally be unde-

tectable except in the nearest systems. Referring back

to Figure 2, we recall that at 1.4µm the eclipse and oc-

cultation events are generally larger in depth than tran-

sits and shadows. With this knowledge, we compute the

number of eclipse and occultation events required to de-

tect a Moon-analog using the same process as before,

but now 1.4µm using equations 1 and 6.

The results of this calculation are plotted in Figure

6. Impressively, we see that in the nearest systems,

HWO still only requires observation of a few eclipses

or occultations to detect a Moon-analog. However, in

this case the number of events required for detection in-

creases more steeply with distance to the system. This

is likely due to λ/D increasing significantly in the near

IR, which limits performance at these wavelengths, and

thus NIR exomoon occultations/eclipse detections lim-

its will likely be notably better for planet-moon systems

orbiting beyond the habitable zone. In this 1.4µm spec-

tral band eclipses and occultations can be detected with

half the number of events that would be required for
shadow and transit events of an Earth-Moon analog.

3.2. Detection Limits in the Presence of Exoplanet

Variability

In the previous section we established the detection

limits assuming that the detection of mutual event sig-

nals will be limited by the observatory’s sensitivity.

However, terrestrial planets analogous to Earth will vary

in flux due to landmasses and oceans rotating in and out

of view (Ford et al. 2001; Gaidos et al. 2006; The LU-

VOIR Team 2019). There will also be variations due

weather changes and cloud variation across the planet.

In the presence of a highly rotationally variable exo-

planet, precision may be limited by planet variability.

Therefore, we now explore: What is the SNR, as a func-

tion of spectral band, required to detect a Moon-analog
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transiting an Earth-like planet in the presence of planet

variability?

3.2.1. Methods

Fortunately, a prime dataset is available to do just

this. In 2008 the NASA EPOXI mission captured ob-

servations of the Earth during a Moon transit. Shown
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Figure 6. Number of eclipse or occultation events required
to detect (with a 5-σ confidence level) a Moon-analog around
an Earth-analog planet in 37 nearby star systems (circles) in
the 1.4µm spectral band, and the best fit to the simulations
(black line). For the nearest systems, Moon-analogs are de-
tectable with observation of just a few eclipse or occultation
events. In this spectral band, eclipse or occultation events
can be detected with half the number of shadow or transit
events that would be required for detection. The simulated
systems leverage results from the LUVIOR-B concept in The
LUVOIR Team (2019).

Figure 7. Still frame of the Moon transit during NASA
EPOXI mission observations of Earth. Video link: https://
epoxi.astro.umd.edu/3gallery/vid Earth-Moon.shtml; Video
Credit: Don J. Lindler, Sigma Space Corporation and
NASA/JPL-Caltech/GSFC/UMD.

in Figure 7 is a still frame from the EPOXI observations

of the Moon transiting the Earth.

In Livengood et al. (2011), the unresolved

Earth+Moon photometry was extracted from the data

to produce lightcurves in multiple spectral bands. The

resulting EPOXI lightcurves are shown in Figure 8.

From these lightcurves, it is clear that both the Earth’s

rotational variability as well as the Moon transit con-

tribute to significantly to observed amplitude variation.

Leveraging the EPOXI data, we simulate lightcurves

with various levels of additional photon noise. We pro-

duce 400 simulated lightcurves varying the level of pho-

ton noise and the spectral band. We use 15min, 1σ

noise levels of 2%, 4%, 6%, 8% and 10%. Although

the HWO will typically not reach these simulated pho-

tometric precisions with a single transit observation as

shown in the previous section, this analysis will still en-

able the determination of the exoplanet variability and

observatory noise limited regimes.

In the EPOXI lightcurves, the transit duration lasts

1.7 hrs. Thus, the total photometric precision achieved

on the transit is calculated by simply dividing our 15min

photometric precision by
√
Np, where Np is the number

of 15min data points collected during the duration of

the transit.

Using these simulated lightcurves, we can determine

the regimes in which we are limited by photon-noise

verses planet variability. To do this we search for tran-

sits in the simulated lightcurves. This is accomplished

by using a Gaussian process (GP) model to capture

the rotational variability of the terrestrial planet and

a trapezoidal transit model to fit the lunar transit. The

transit model uses four parameters: mid-transit time,
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Figure 8. Measured lightcurves of the Moon transiting in
front of Earth as observed by the NASA EPOXI mission.

https://epoxi.astro.umd.edu/3gallery/vid_Earth-Moon.shtml
https://epoxi.astro.umd.edu/3gallery/vid_Earth-Moon.shtml
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Figure 9. Left: An example of simulated data (gray errorbars) based on the EPOXI lightcurve measurement (black line)
at 550 nm with a simulated photometric precision of 4% per 15 minutes (1.5% precision for the full transit duration). The
GP+transit fit (red line) and transit only fit (blue dotted line; from the GP+transit fit) is also plotted. Right: Corner plot
from GP+transit fit showing the mid-time of transit (T0), the transit depth (δ), the transit duration (D) and the slope of
ingress/egress.

transit depth, transit duration and the impact param-

eter. The GP model is the same as that described in

Limbach et al. (2021).

We then use Dynesty, a nested sampling code (Spea-

gle 2020), to fit GP and transit parameters. We classify

a Moon transit as detected if the mid-transit time is

within 50min of the actual mid-transit time (so that

the mid-transit time is required to be within the known

duration of the transit). To determine the ground-truth

mid-transit time, we use the GP+transit code fit from

the EPOXI lightcurve prior to adding additional photon

noise.

3.2.2. Results

An example of a simulated lightcurve at λ = 550 nm

and the corner plot for the transit parameters retrieved

from the nested sampling analysis are shown in Figure 9.

In this example, where a precision of 1.5% is achieved

for the full transit duration (4% precision/15min) the

transit is well constrained, with a fitted transit depth

of 17.3+2.3
−2.1% compared to the actual transit depth of

14.3%. At higher noise levels, the fits become less con-

strained or fails to find the transit completely. Figure 10

shows the percentage of detected transits (blue lines) as

a function of the photometric precision achieved during

the full transit duration for all four spectral bands.

The red line also plotted on Figure 10 is the theoret-

ical SNR we would expect in the presence of no planet

variability (photon-noise limited SNR). For the Moon, a

photometric precision on the transit of 1% corresponds

to a SNR = 16, as defined by equation 6. At this pre-

cision, nearly all transits in every spectral band are de-

tected. Conversely, with a SNR = 5 (eq. 6), which

corresponds to a photometric precision of 3% for the

moon, 90% of transits are still detectable at 550 nm and

650 nm, but significantly less are detected in the other

two spectral bands.

Notably, at 550 nm and 650 nm, transits are more de-

tectable, despite identical noise levels across all spec-

tral bands in our simulations. As Figure 8 illustrates,

the planet’s variability in the lightcurve shows greater

fluctuations at 450 nm and 850 nm. This is further ev-

idenced by the more stable pre- and post-moon transit

flux baselines at 550 nm and 650 nm, in contrast to the

varying baselines at 450 nm and 850 nm.

To confirm that planetary variability hinders transit

detection, we also simulated lightcurves at 850 nm with

removed host variability, normalizing the relative flux

prior and post transit ingress and egress, respectively,

to one. Analyzing these modified lightcurves with our

GP+transit code, we observed a significant increase in

transit detection rates (over 90% success for photometric

precisions > 3% per transit) as shown in Figure 11. This

contrasts with only a 50% detection rate under origi-

nal host variability conditions. Remarkably, the 850 nm

lightcurve without host variability outperforms all bands

with host variability, indicating that for a true Earth-

Moon analog, the HWO’s transit detection efficiency is

more influenced by host variability than by photon noise.

We conclude that while a SNR=5 on a mutual event is
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Figure 10. Left Axis (blue lines): Percentage of detected
Moon transits as a function of photometric precision in the
simulated lightcurves using the EPOXI data. Transits are
more difficult to detect at 450 nm and 850 nm due to the
structure of the Earth’s variability in those spectral bands.
Right Axis (red line): Theoretical SNR, from equation 6,
in the photon noise limit.

often sufficient for detection, in the presence of substan-

tial planet variability, higher SNRs will be required for

mutual event detection.

For terrestrial worlds with more or less uniform sur-

faces/atmospheres (e.g., Venus, Mars, Mercury, a pure

water world with no clouds, etc.) variability will not im-

pede exomoon detection. For larger moons, where the

transit depths are significantly larger than the ampli-

tude variations from the planet, the exomoon detectabil-

ity will be significantly less impacted. Conversely, the

detectability of moons smaller than our own Moon are

likely to be even more severely limited by the planet’s
amplitude variations.

However, there may be techniques to improve moon

detection. The timescale of a transit will generally

be different than the compared rotation period of the

planet. Presumably, most planets that rotate slow

enough that they will appear to have relatively consis-

tent flux levels over the duration of the moon transit.

Additionally, if lightcurves include spectrophotometric

information rather than just a single broadband flux, it

may be possible to use the spectral information to dis-

entangle achromatic transits from chromatic host vari-

ability (Limbach et al. 2021).

Finally we note that the EPOXI lightcurves only in-

clude a single rotation of the Earth. It is likely that

observations of several planet rotations will increase our

ability to differentiate between moon transits and planet
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Figure 11. Detectabilty of exomoon transits in the 850 nm
lightcurve with Earth’s variability included in the lightcurve
(blue line; same as the dash-dotted blue line in figure 10)
and with Earth’s variability removed (gray line). In the case
with variability removed, the moon remains detectable even
as the photometric precision worsens (goes up). For our
earth-moon system and at 850 nm, this demonstrates that
the detectabilty of our moon is limited primarily by host
variability rather than photon noise. In other spectral bands
or for larger moons that produce much larger transits than
planet variability amplitudes, photon noise will be the pri-
marily limitation in moon detection.

rotational variability, especially in the case where planet

variability is driven by the distribution of landmasses

and ocean rather than weather (clouds) and thus con-

stant with each rotation. In this regard, moon detection

may be less sensitive to planet variability than the cal-

culations in this section would suggest.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Can Moons Mimic Weather?

Exomoons are likely to be a source of confusion when

observing exoplanets with HWO. For example, consider

a barren planet with a moon on a several day orbital

period. If observing in the visible, a moon’s transits

and/or shadows could be mistaken for planet’s rotation

period: a feature (such as a land mass) on the planet’s

surface rotating in and out of view. Differentiating these

two scenarios is possible, but would require additional

observations. The most straightforward way to confirm

a moon would be with the detection of occultation and

eclipse events in the near-IR, which would shift in ca-

dence by a factor of two relative to the eclipses and

shadows detected in the visible, whereas a feature on

the planet’s surface would remain strictly periodic.

Longer duration observations and high cadence obser-

vations would also aid in differentiation between the two

scenarios as well. We expect variability (due to seasons

and changes in the weather) and transit depth/duration

to evolve (see Figure 2) with lunar phase. Although
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these features will change in different ways, under-

standing or predicting that change may be difficult if

the planet’s surface and weather is complex and the

lightcurves are low signal-to-noise. Further modeling

beyond the scope of this manuscript is needed to fully

understand the extent to which this is will be a compli-

cating factor.

From Figures 7 and 8, we can see that the moon first

transits the ocean and then passes in front of a land-

mass (Africa). Because the oceans are significantly bluer

than the land, the transit duration appears to be longer

at bluer wavelengths. In this way, one could imagine

that it may be possible to map the surface of the planet

with a Moon transit on the occasion where sufficiently

high SNR measurements are available in the same way

we currently map starspots with transiting exoplanets

(Tregloan-Reed et al. 2013; Chiavassa et al. 2017; Aron-

son & Piskunov 2019) or exoplanet daysides with eclipse

mapping (Rauscher et al. 2007; Knutson et al. 2007; de

Wit et al. 2012; Beatty et al. 2019).

4.2. HWO’s Sensitivity to Exomoons Orbiting Non-HZ

Terrestrial Exoplanets

Herein we have only computed the detectabilty of ex-

omoons around terrestrial planets in the habitable zone

(of which HWO is estimated to detect ∼25). How-

ever, HWO is likely to observe the lightcurves of many

more terrestrial worlds including planets in multi-planet

systems that are simultaneously observed while char-

acterizing habitable zone terrestrial planets, as well as

shorter observations obtained of every HWO target sys-

tem during the search for systems which host habitable

zone planets. Based on the expected detection yield for

LUVOIR-B (right panel, Figure 3-12 of the LUVOIR fi-

nal report) is 68 rocky planets (radii of 0.5-1R⊕) and 127

super-Earths (radii of 1-1.75R⊕) (The LUVOIR Team

2019), there is likely to be a large number of terrestrial

worlds and giant planets which can be searched for ex-

omoons. A larger range of Solar System ground-truth

observations (e.g., Williams 2021) of planet-moon mu-

tual events would aid in laying the ground work for un-

derstanding moon detectability within HWO lightcurves

and would be beneficial for mission preparation.

4.3. Exomoon Science Questions that will be Addressed

by HWO

HWO will be capable of detecting and characterizing

a large range of moons. It is critical that we determine

now the tools and observatory requirements that are

needed to disentangle moon and planet (and ring) signa-

tures so that the HWO primary mission is not thwarted

by the presence of exomoons. Not only will this ensure

that HWO is capable of accomplishing its primary mis-

sion (the detection of biosignatures), it will also enable

us to understand the breadth of exomoon science that

HWO is capable of accomplishing.

The HWO will have the capability to answer critical

questions related to exomoon science, including:

• What are the demographics of moons around giant

planets and terrestrial planets at 1-10AU, and how

does this population of exomoons compare to those

within our Solar System?

• What is the occurrence rate of habitable-zone exo-

moons?

• Does the presence of moons correlate with atmo-

spheric characteristics, climate states, and habit-

ability?

• How will the presence (or lack) of exomoon detec-

tions inform our understanding of exoplanet for-

mation via pebble accretion versus collisions? If

exoplanet form via collisions, we expect a high oc-

currence of fractionally large moons orbiting ter-

restrial planets.

• Are Moon-analogs critical to the formation of life

on Earth-like planets?

• Can HWO detect biosignatures on exomoons?

These questions not only highlight the capabilities

of HWO in exomoon research but also illustrate the

broader implications of such discoveries for our under-

standing of planetary systems and the conditions con-

ducive to habitability and life.

5. CONCLUSION

In this manuscript, we demonstrated that all four

types of mutual events that can arise in an Earth-Moon

analog system will be detectable with HWO under some

conditions. We summarize the major findings of this

manuscript as follows:

• We conclude that a baseline HWO architecture

could be capable of detecting exomoons analo-

gous to our own Moon around terrestrial plan-

ets within 10 pc with detection of ∼2-20 mutual

events5. Exomoons that are larger and/or those

5 The technical specifications for HWO are under development. In
this manuscript we assume performance on-par with LUVOIR-B
as reported in The LUVOIR Team (2019). If HWO’s specifica-
tions diverge significantly from LUVOIR-B, the detectability of
exomoons may also change significantly.
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that orbit larger planets may be detectable via mu-

tual events out to 20 pc, inclusive of most HWO

target systems. Shadow and Eclipse events occur

in almost all moon-planet-star systems with fre-

quencies from hours to years, depending on their

geometry, while transits and occultations only oc-

cur in systems viewed nearly edge-on.

• Moons that form via collisions will initially have

short orbital periods leading to more probable and

frequent mutual events. Hence, we predict exo-

moons around terrestrial worlds are more likely to

be detected in young systems.

• Exomoon mutual events may mimic host variabil-

ity and visa versa. HWO wavelength coverage in

the near-IR, specifically in the 1.4µm water band

where large moons can outshine their host planet,

and shorter exposure cadence, ideally ∼15min,

will help differentiate exomoon signals from planet

rotational variability. Further, the NIR coverage

would would be enhanced by tighter coronagraphic

inner working angles.

• Exomoons (and exorings) have the potential to

greatly alter or even dominate portions of the

planet+moon SED, as well as produce significant

signatures in planet-moon lightcurves. To ensure

HWO is designed with the specifications needed

to achieve its primary mission (the ability to de-

tect biosignatures on habitable worlds) it is critical

that we include moons and rings in our modeling.

There are currently no constraints beyond our own

Solar System on the occurrence rate of moons orbiting

terrestrial planets at separations where we expect moons

to be common (e.g., ≳1AU; Barnes & O’Brien 2002;

Namouni 2010; Teachey et al. 2018; Inderbitzi et al.

2020; Dobos et al. 2022). However, the results of nu-

merical simulations suggests that fractionally-large exo-

moons may be common around terrestrial planets (Ida

et al. 1997; Nakajima et al. 2022). HWO will allow us to

test this hypothesis by constraining the occurrence rate

of this population of exomoons. The remarkable con-

straints that HWO can impose on the moons of terres-

trial exoplanets are poised to revolutionize our present

knowledge of exomoons.
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